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THE TOTOZ Whitepaper - A Project of Oz

The World’s First Residency Enabled Digital Asset

This Whitepaper is intended for informational purposes only and to present the Totoz
Token (TOTOZ) to potential holders and buyers of TOTOZ. The information is not
exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. The sole
purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide relevant information on TOTOZ and Project
Oz.

1. Executive Summary

1.1 The TOTOZ token

The TOTOZ token is a BEP-20 traded digital asset that will be traded across
multiple platforms. It is a utility token designed to enable privacy protected
residency and zero tax business operation in our partner ecozones, as well as
to provide ecosystem benefits to holders of TOTOZ.

TOTOZ holders join the TOTOZ community where they can get access to
residency and business operation opportunities in our partner ecozones by
using the TOTOZ tokens.

First Partner Ecozone

Our first ecozone partner is the Freeport Area of Bataan in the Philippines
(FAB).

Through our partnership with the FAB, TOTOZ users may stake seventy-five
thousand US dollars (US$ 75,000) worth of TOTOZ in the Oz Wallet to gain
individual residency. The staked tokens are locked up for five (5) years, and
the user, once approved by the Department of Immigration, is able to live
anywhere in the Philippines for five (5) years with no minimum stay
requirements. At the end of five (5) years, the tokens will be unlocked and
made available to the user again. In order to renew the residency, the user
need only re-stake seventy-five thousand US dollars (US$ 75,000) worth of
tokens at the new token value and lock up the tokens for another five (5)
years.

TOTOZ users can register to operate as a business for tax benefits by staking
one hundred thousand US dollars (US$ 100,000) worth of TOTOZ in their
OZ wallet for the same. The tokens are locked up in the wallet for five (5)
years. The company, once approved by the Securities and Exchange



Commission (SEC) and the Authority of the Freeport Area of Bataan (AFAB),
will be registered as an AFAB business operation, whereby they will be able
to operate in a zero to near-zero tax environment. Zero percent (0%) or
income tax holiday for the first 5 to 7 years and five percent (5%) income tax
subsequently. In addition, business operations shall apply for a bank account.
Regulatory cover is granted to the company as it invests in digital assets and
crypto related businesses.

Business operations allow the owner and one other director to live and work
anywhere in the Philippines with no minimum stay requirements. As the
business operations expand, the company can stake an additional ten
thousand US dollars (US$ 10,000) worth of TOTOZ in the Oz Wallet to apply
for additional residency passes for key talent and staff. At the end of five (5)
years, the tokens will be unlocked and made available to the user again. In
order to renew the residency, the user need only re-stake one hundred
thousand US dollars (US$ 100,000) worth of tokens at the new token value
and lock up the tokens for another five (5) years.

After 5 years, users can re-stake the dollar value of their TOTOZ tokens to
extend their residency or business operations. Should the value of the
TOTOZ tokens have increased, users can sell off the remaining tokens on our
partner exchanges, or gifted to family etc.

The value of the TOTOZ token that will be used to determine the dollar value
for staking is the dollar value as reflected within the Oz Wallet. TOTOZ will
be listed on multiple exchanges globally to increase its distribution and
network and there may be fluctuating prices based on imperfect information
asymmetry between them. Our wallet connects to all the exchanges that
TOTOZ are listed on and our algorithm will determine the official value of
TOTOZ based on the market prices and volumes in the exchanges.

More Ecozones to Come

It is Oz’s vision to partner with a network of ecozones around the world,
conferring residency and business operation benefits to TOTOZ users and
holders. To that effect, Oz is already in discussions with special economic
zones in multiple countries in order to grant its members portability in
residency and operation.

All Special Economic Zones may participate in the Oz Network. In order to
be part of the Oz Network, member SEZ’s provide any of the following:

- Residency for staking a minimum amount
- Individual or Business operation in a near-zero to zero tax regime



- Other benefits which include privacy protection and regulatory cover
for specific business activities.

More information about TOTOZ and its use can be found in this Whitepaper.

1.2 Oz DAO

OZ(Open Zone) DAO is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization that
grants its users realizable real world benefits through ownership and
utilization of digital assets, and tokens. , We do that by partnering with
ecozones around the world to give our users access to ecozone benefits,
wherever they may be staying in the world.

Oz consists of four (4) pillars that serve as the foundation for Open Zone
Living. These pillars are:

1.2.1 Residency or Business Operation in Tax Free
Regimes:

One of the pillars of Oz is the ability to grant our
users residency and/or business operations.
And not just any residency and/or business
operations, but residency and/or business
operations that is privacy protected, with low
taxes, and with the freedom to invest in and
create value with digital assets. We do this by
partnering with ecozones around the world,
bringing community, investments, and
innovation in exchange for privacy protection,
low taxes, and recognition for digital assets.

1.2.2 Technology :

On top of the development and deployment of
the Oz blockchain and digital infrastructure for
ecozones. Oz will also be providing users and
project owners with easy to use, simple and
effective blockchain technology solutions built
upon our proprietary Oz blockchain protocol,
providing the technology foundations on which
ecozones and projects can rely on. Smart
contracts, DAO, and other innovations will be
developed within regulatory sandboxed



environments partnered with global ecozones.
A blockchain protocol is only as valuable as the
use cases that are built on the technology. Oz is
creating a use case ecosystem by initiating and
partnering with all manner of blockchain and
digital asset related projects in the industry.
With an open collaboration philosophy, Oz is
inviting all manner of projects that wish to
implement blockchain technology, and/or
execute within the environments of an ecozone
to work with Oz. Soon, Oz would be developing
investment and acceleration capabilities to help
take innovative and promising projects forward.

1.2.3 Governance:

The use of governance tokens is a central
concept of a decentralized ecosystem, as they
allow for user control, which holds true to the
original cryptocurrency ideals of
decentralization and democratization. Our
intention is for Oz to run as a DAO, with
members voting for or against key proposals
proposed by a council of members from Oz. In
addition to controlling treasury functions and
investment decisions, Oz holders have the
additional benefit of being able to participate in
the shaping of their living environment in our
partner ecozones when Oz participates in the
development of ecozones.

1.2.4 Development:

Oz adds tremendous value to the ecozones that
we partner with by developing with the
ecozone. We add value by providing digital
infrastructure, bringing in investors, bringing in
a supportive community, and bringing in jobs,
education, and knowledge transfer. We are able
to transform the way the ecozone funds its
development and connect the ecozone to a
network to adopt an ecosystem approach to
growth.

The Oz DAO is owned and managed by the community through its
governance token, the OZT. OZT holders can vote on key proposals with



their tokens and own and make decisions on the Treasury of the DAO. OZT’s
main utility is for voting. It also represents the ownership of the Treasury.
The key decisions including allocation of resources and which ecozones to
onboard are made by voting and the DAO is managed both on-chain and
off-chain.

More information about OZT and its use can be found in this Whitepaper.



2. Legal Disclaimer

2.1 Disclaimers on Whitepaper Information

This Whitepaper is intended to provide readers with general information
and documentation only. You should not consider any information in the
Whitepaper legal advice, business advice, financial advice or advise of any
sort. Any actions motivated by or based on the contents of this Whitepaper
are taken at your own risk.

2.2 Translations of Whitepaper

Versions of this Whitepaper may contain translations of the English version.
Translations are provided only as an aid to readers to mitigate any conflict
between the English and the translated version of this Whitepaper, the
English version shall take precedence. If you discover any discrepancies,
please report them directly to us at support@oz.finance.

2.3 Risks in Acquiring / Holding TOTOZ

Holders of TOTOZ and/or other digital assets acquired through Oz or the
exchanges on which TOTOZ are listed should expect prices and values to
fluctuate widely and unpredictable. The investors should understand that
TOTOZ and/or other digital assets obtained through Oz or the exchanges on
which TOTOZ are listed can lead to total loss of money and/or value. There is
no deposit insurance available or other protection available for TOTOZ.

Holders of TOTOZ may also not be able to recover the value of TOTOZ if Oz
fails or suffers from a cybersecurity hack.

The purchase and use of TOTOZ must not be done speculatively. TOTOZ
could be affected by emerging technology, including but not limited to,
quantum computing, advances in cryptography, etc. These technological
breakthroughs could result in security breaches and/or theft.

2.4 Tax Obligations

Users are solely responsible to determine what, if any, taxes apply to
transactions made with TOTOZ and trades or transactions conducted
through Oz. The owners of or contributors to Oz are NOT responsible for
determining the taxes that apply to transactions made with TOTOZ or trades
conducted through Oz in any jurisdiction.

Oz does not condone, encourage, or knowingly facilitate tax avoidance in any
form, or in any jurisdiction.

mailto:support@oz.finance


2.5 No Warranties

All content, data, resources, and services provided in this Whitepaper and on
Oz are provided “as is” without any warranties of any kind.

2.6 Limitation of Liability

Unless otherwise required by law, the owners of and/or contributors to this
Whitepaper and the Oz platform shall not be liable for loss of data, loss of
profits, loss of use, or any damages, forfeitures, and violations connected
with the information contained in this Whitepaper or on the Oz platform.

2.7 Token Sale

Regulators examine companies and procedures associated with
cryptocurrencies and digital assets. Anyone intending to acquire TOTOZ
must be mindful that both Oz’s business model and the information in this
disclaimer may alter or require modifications as a result of emerging
regulatory and/or compliance requirements from any jurisdictions.

Under these circumstances, anyone intending to acquire TOTOZ
understands that neither Oz nor any of its subsidiaries and/or affiliates shall
be held liable for any loss or damages caused by such changes.

This Whitepaper is provided for your information only and under no circumstance should
TOTOZ be considered an investment and, although the Oz team will, to the best of its
ability, proceed with the project as described within this Whitepaper, unforeseen
circumstances might cause the project to change, or end altogether.

TOTOZ can at no time be considered an official, or legally binding, investment of any form.
Purchasing TOTOZ is done at your own risk. Acquiring TOTOZ carries various risks,
including the risk that Oz may not be able to fulfill the described roadmap. Before acquiring
TOTOZ, you should carefully consider the risks, expenses, and benefits of purchasing
TOTOZ and if necessary, obtain independent advice in this regard. Any interested
individual who is not in a position to accept or understand the risks associated with the
activity, including any risk related to the non-fulfilment of the roadmap, or any other risks
as indicated in the Whitepaper, should not acquire TOTOZ at any stage. TOTOZ purchases
are final and non-refundable. TOTOZ are not securities and do not have a particular value
outside the Oz platform and its affiliates.



3. The TOTOz Token (TOTOZ)

TOTOZ is designed to enable easy access to residency and tax free business
operation benefits in our partner ecozones while extending other benefits that
include governance to holders of TOTOZ. The following section in the Whitepaper
introduces TOTOZ and its benefits in further detail.

3.1 Overview and Technical Summary

Token Name: TOTOZ

Technical Standard: BEP-20

Token Supply: Eight Quadrillion (8,000,000,000,000,000)

Can be Minted: No; Fixed Supply

Can be Staked: Yes

Can be Burnt: Yes

BEP-20 is a token standard on Binance Smart Chain that extends ERC-20,
the most common Ethereum token Standard. Due to its similarity to Binance
Chain’s BEP-2 and Ethereum’s ERC-20, it’s compatible with both. BEP-20
was conceived as a technical specification for Binance Smart Chain, with the
goal of providing a flexible format for developers to launch a range of
different tokens.

TOTOZ can be used only in the Oz Wallet, where it must be staked for
residency benefits. However, as a BEP-20 token, TOTOZ can be stored on
any BEP-20 compatible wallet including Metamask, Trust Wallet, etc., as well
as most digital asset exchange wallets. TOTOZ will be listed on multiple
exchanges that will be connected via API to the Oz wallet and platform. Oz
will take live pricing information from most of the connected exchanges to
determine the current value of the TOTOZ tokens which will be displayed
prominently in the Oz Wallet. The displayed value will inform the platform of
the total value of staked tokens in determining requirements for residency.

3.2 TOTOZ Utility

TOTOZ is a staking token that grants residency benefits to its users through
partnerships with special economic zones (ecozones) around the world. Our



first partner ecozone is the Freeport Area of Bataan (FAB), located in the
Philippines, and we are working on partnering with more ecozones to
establish a truly global Open Zone Living ecosystem.

3.2.1 Token Yield

TOTOZ are staking tokens that generate yield based on the provision
of the tokens to verify transactions on the network.

TOTOZ holders can stake TOTOZ in the Oz wallet without applying
for residency in order to earn yields. Token yields are not fixed and
will vary from time to time based on costs associated with residency,
the number of applicants at the time, and the number of TOTOZ
users. From time to time, there will be various staking packages
available in the Oz wallet that users can subscribe to. The packages
will vary in terms of length and yields.

3.2.2 Residency

TOTOZ was designed to be used with the OZ Wallet to enable
residency benefits to users that stake their tokens into special
residency packages that will lock up TOTOZ for five years in the
wallet.

TOTOZ staked for residency earns yield as described below from
time to time and the percentage yield is highlighted in the Oz wallet
at the point of staking and is locked for 5 years. Token yields are paid
out in TOTOZ. The token yields are not fixed and will vary from time
to time based on costs associated with residency, the number of
applicants at the time, and the number of TOTOZ users.

In order to avail of the TOTOZ utility, users need to go to the
“Staking” section on the Oz Wallet, and stake the corresponding
amounts and indicate that they would like to register for residency.
Our partnership with the Freeport Area of Bataan (FAB) in the
Philippines allows us to offer our users 2 main types of residency
arrangements, namely:

3.2.2.1 Individual Residency

Individuals can stake seventy-five thousand US dollars
(US$ 75,000) worth of TOTOZ tokens (as determined
by the price of the TOTOZ tokens on the Oz wallet at
the time of staking), to apply for residency for
themselves.



Amount of TOTOZ to stake:
US$ 75,000 worth of TOTOZ tokens

Period of Staking: 5 years

APY: TBD (As expressed in the wallet at the
point of staking.)

Benefits:

Live and Work Anywhere in the Philippines for 5 years
with no minimum stay requirements.

3.2.2.2 Business Operations

Individuals can also register to operate as a business
similar to an LLC, by staking a hundred thousand US
dollars (US$ 100,000) worth of TOTOZ tokens (as
determined by the price of the TOTOZ tokens on the
Oz wallet at the time of staking), to apply to live and
operate in the Philippines as a local AFAB business
operator. The business needs to be registered with the
Security Exchange Commission (SEC) of the
Philippines.

Amount of TOTOZ to stake:
US$ 100,000 worth of TOTOZ tokens

Period of Staking: 5 years

APY: TBD (As expressed in the wallet at the
point of staking.)

Benefits:

Register as a local Authority of the Freeport Area of
Bataan (AFAB) business operator.

Application for Director/Owner to Live and Work
Anywhere in the Philippines for 5 years with no
minimum stay requirements.

Income from business operations is taxed zero percent
(0%) for the first 7 years and five percent (5%)
thereafter. (Zero/Low tax environment).



Application for a bank account in a bank based in the
Philippines.

Able to run digital assets business and issue tokens
under the rules and regulations of the AFAB.

Additional Residency Passes:

In order to bring in more talent and management,
Business Operators are able to avail of additional
residency passes by staking additional tokens into their
account in the Oz Wallet. Ten thousand US dollars
(US$ 10,000) worth of TOTOZ tokens will need to be
staked for every additional resident.

Once TOTOZ are staked in the Oz Wallet and the user has indicated
their desire to apply for residency (by indicating in a checkbox in the
“Staking” section in the Oz Wallet), it will trigger the Oz team to
contact the user to submit supplementary information to the
Philippines immigration authorities to process and approve the visa.
The process would typically take a month to two. Once approved, the
user can then avail of the residency benefits immediately.

At the end of five (5) years, the staked tokens are released from the
lock-up and the users can use their TOTOZ again. A hundred percent
(100%) of all TOTOZ staked will be returned to their users with no
hidden fees. Users can extend their visas by re-staking the dollar
value of TOTOZ tokens into their Oz Wallet. Should the value of the
TOTOZ token have gone up (and we see no reason why it shouldn’t),
the user needs only to stake a lower number of TOTOZ to hit the
corresponding amount for residency and he can either sell the rest in
any of the exchanges that TOTOZ is listed on, or gift it to relatives,
etc.

Illustration:

Anthony purchases five hundred billion (500,000,000,000) TOTOZ
tokens on the GTX exchange for US$0.00000020 in order to avail
himself of Local Corporation Residency with OZ. He stakes all five
hundred billion TOTOZ into his Oz Wallet and indicates that he would
like to register for the residency. The Oz Team promptly contacts
Anthony and asks him to submit a series of documents to the
Philippines immigration department for the residency application.
Anthony posts the relevant KYC documents into his Oz Account and
the Customer Service Officer helps Anthony through the entire



residency application process. In one month, Anthony’s visa is
approved.

At the point of staking, the APY was one percent (1%). Over the
course of the five years, Anthony receives five billion TOTOZ
(5,000,000,000) per year into his Oz Wallet which he can access
immediately. However, he decides to keep the TOTOZ in his wallet. In
five year’s’ time, the five hundred billion TOTOZ was unlocked and
made available to Anthony. Anthony now has five hundred and
twenty-five billion (525,000,000,000) TOTOZ in his wallet (500
billion + 5 billion x 5 years). Over the five years, the price of TOTOZ
has increased to US$0.000001, which means that Anthony has over
five hundred and twenty-five thousand US dollars’ worth of TOTOZ.

In order to renew the residency visa, Anthony now has to stake one
hundred billion (100,000,000,000) TOTOZ in the Oz Wallet, leaving
him with an additional four hundred and twenty-five billion TOTOZ
tokens. He can choose to sell them, or gift them to his brother and
sister for them to apply for residency too.

Value of TOTOZ used in Staking

As TOTOZ is listed in multiple exchanges, at any point of time, there
might be discrepancies between the prices of TOTOZ on different
exchanges as it is not a perfect market and there is imperfect flow of
information between exchanges. There are also multiple other
factors that can influence the difference in prices including order
books, liquidity, inefficiencies in transferring tokens from one
exchange to another, differences in trading and withdrawal fees
between exchanges, amongst others.

Therefore, to determine the value of TOTOZ at the point of staking
(important for establishing residency options), the Oz Wallet will be
connected to several major exchanges to establish a reference prize
that will be reflected in the Oz Wallet. The value of TOTOZ that will
be used during staking will be the price that is reflected in the Oz
Wallet at the point of staking.

3.3 Token Development Roadmap

The passing of Law RA11453 in the Philippines in 2020 was a huge step in
enabling the development and creation of TOTOZ. By partnering with our
first ecozone, the Freeport Area of Bataan (FAB), we were able to design a
token project that ties our tokens to real-world living. More importantly, it



also establishes a G2G route for us to partner with other ecozones. As a
shortcut from establishing laws in every country, partner ecozones can sign
a G2G agreement with Oz through a G2G agreement with AFAB, much like a
free-trade agreement between countries.

Through 2019 to October 2021, Oz collaborated with the AFAB in
establishing the rules and regulations regarding digital assets and
established GTX (GlobalTradeX) to serve as the Digital Assets Exchange for
the ecozone.

TOTOZ was launched in November 2021 with our very first AMA. This
served to introduce TOTOZ to the select group of pioneers and allowed us to
beta-test our processes and operational flows. The response was
overwhelming with nearly sixty-six percent (66%) of the participants
subsequently subscribing to TOTOZ and several people applying for
residency.

In January 2022, TOTOZ was minted on the Binance Smart Chain under
BEP-20 technical standards and was issued out to the pioneers. We also
started establishing our first social media channels in China by setting up our
official WeChat channel and launching our first AMAs to multiple
cryptocurrency related media channels in China. The Oz Wallet will be
launched at the end of January 2022.

The next part of the TOTOZ roadmap will focus mainly on the promotion and
adoption of TOTOZ and encouraging people to sign up for Open Zone Living
with Oz. To that effect we are partnering with award winning PR and
marketing agencies including Reblonde and Luna PR to promote TOTOZ and
expand our brand.

TOTOZ will be listing on several digital asset exchanges, including listings
into multiple Tier 1 and Tier 2 exchanges to deepen the liquidity for TOTOZ
and increase reach and distribution.

By March 2022, TOTOZ will be participating in our first event, the AIBC
2022 in Dubai as a Platinum Sponsor. AIBC is attended by over 6,000 people
and streamed live to thousands more and is considered by many in the
crypto industry to be one of the premier, must-attend events for the
industry.

Further promotional activities and events will be scheduled and planned to
promote TOTOZ and expand residency benefits to as many people as
possible.



3.4 Token Allocation and Vesting Schedule

There is a total supply cap of eight quadrillion (8,000,000,000,000,000)
TOTOZ in the Oz ecosystem.

Citizen tokens are capped at thirty percent (30.0%) of the total token supply.
These tokens are sold to users over time with the addition of every
additional ecozone into the ecosystem. Initially, eighty percent (80%) of the
citizen tokens are locked up with an additional eighty percent (80%) of the
locked up citizen tokens released into the market upon the onboarding of
every additional ecozone. The formula ensures that the circulating supply of
tokens in the market is in-line with economic and residency opportunities
available. This also ensures that we have enough tokens to support the
development of every ecozone that would like to join our ecosystem.

With the addition of every additional ecozone, economic and residency
opportunities open up and will add additional economic value to our token
holders, justifying a staggered release of tokens. Another reason is to give
the community time to build up, understand the opportunities in our project,
and support our project.

An illustration of this is as per the vesting schedule below:



Percentage
of Citizen

Tokens

No. of Tokens Percentage
of Total
Supply

Initial Stage 20.00% 480,000,000,000,000 6.00%

Milestones: Upon the Signing up of:

2nd Ecozone 16.00% 384,000,000,000,000 4.80%

3rd Ecozone 12.80% 307,200,000,000,000 3.84%

4th Ecozone 10.24% 245,760,000,000,000 3.07%

5th Ecozone 8.19% 196,608,000,000,000 2.46%

6th Ecozone 6.55% 157,286,400,000,000 1.97%

7th Ecozone 5.24% 125,829,120,000,000 1.57%

8th Ecozone 4.19% 100,663,296,000,000 1.26%

9th Ecozone 3.36% 80,530,636,800,000 1.01%

10th Ecozone 2.68% 64,424,509,440,000 0.81%

onwards 80% x
remaining

… … … … …

TOTAL 100% 2,400,000,000,000,000 30%

In addition, we have allocated a further thirty percent (30.0%) of the tokens
for staking rewards, which will be vested to the users and ecozones that
stake into the ecosystem over time. The staking rewards will closely mirror
the circulating supply of the tokens sold based on ecozones that we are
partnered with.

In total, over sixty percent (60%) of TOTOZ is allocated to Residency Related
activities and benefits for users of TOTOZ.

Twelve and a half percent (12.5%) of TOTOZ is allocated to providing
liquidity to support the listing of TOTOZ in exchanges around the world.

Fifteen percent (15.0%) of TOTOZ is allocated to investments that will
kickstart use cases for Oz, as well as engage with other ecozones around the
world. Investment projects are decided through voting with the DAO.



Seven and a quarter percent (7.25%) is allocated to marketing, airdrop
campaigns and engagements with influencers and key opinion leaders
(KOLs) to promote TOTOZ.

Finally five percent and a quarter (5.25%) is allocated to the core team and
advisors to TOTOZ. Advisor and team tokens are vested over time and will
uplock upon specific milestones too.

Below is the planned allocation and distribution of TOTOZ. This may be
subject to change to align with the development plan of Oz and the
surrounding ecosystem:

Token Allocation Percent

Citizen/Residency Tokens 30.00%

Staking Rewards 30.00%

Liquidity 12.50%

Investments 15.00%

Marketing 7.25%

Team & Advisors 5.25%

Total 100.00%

While the total supply of TOTOZ tokens is capped, the demand for TOTOZ is
expected to increase as the ecosystem expands and more use cases are
developed for TOTOZ. The total circulating supply of TOTOZ in the market



will also fall dramatically as more users’ avail of residency and near-zero tax
business operations benefits, as users have to stake their TOTOZ. (locking up
the supply of TOTOZ for 5 years.) As business operations expands, more
TOTOZ will also be demanded to reward talents and managers with
residency, making it easier for them to be employed in the business. Another
interesting feature of TOTOZ tokenomics design is the fact that to avail of
the utility of the token (residency and near-zero tax business operations
benefits), the individual user is not sensitive to the price of the individual
token, as the price of utility is fixed regardless of individual token prices.
Technically, as demand for TOTOZ utility goes up, demand and supply forces
will automatically push TOTOZ prices up.

3.5 The Business of Residency

3.5.1 Demand Factors

We see two main groups of people that would purchase TOTOZ. One
group of people would be interested in availing residency benefits
straight away, and another group that would be interested in saving
for residency benefits by purchasing tokens and waiting for it to
appreciate to the point where they can either use TOTOZ for
residency or sell TOTOZ to buyers from the first group.

Where would the first group of TOTOZ users come from? Across the
world, there are over fifty-eight million millionaires, with five million
of them created in 2020 alone. Millionaires across the world,
especially those that made their fortunes in digital assets, would
require a base of operations that is friendly towards digital assets,
and Oz is the perfect platform for all of them.

3.5.2 Supply Factors

The total supply of TOTOZ is capped and the tokenomics of TOTOZ is
designed to actively reduce the number of circulating TOTOZ in the
market with increased demand for residency benefits conferred by
staking TOTOZ. TOTOZ, once staked for residency or business
operations, is locked up for 5 years. As TOTOZ price increases, the
amount of TOTOZ needed to be staked is reduced, and thus there will
always be enough TOTOZ to grant utility to users. Theoretically, it is
possible to satisfy the conditions for residency with a fraction of a
TOTOZ if the price of TOTOZ goes beyond a hundred thousand US
dollars (US$ 100,000) per token.

As the price of TOTOZ goes up with increased demand, there will also
be a significant number of users that will simply hold on to the tokens



in anticipation of further increases. This will reduce the circulating
supply of TOTOZ even more.

3.5.3 Pricing Factors

The residency utility of TOTOZ is designed to be price agnostic. The
user that wants to obtain residency or business operations does not
care about the individual price of the tokens, only that he needs to
stake and lock up US$75,000 or US$100,000 worth of it. When
prices are low, whenever users stake their tokens for residency, large
volumes of TOTOZ will be locked up and the total token circulating
supply will fall significantly. If we take the assumption that at any one
time, only 50% of the token holders are willing to sell tokens to users
that want to stake TOTOZ for residency at any one time, TOTOZ price
would double with every 1,000 new residents to Oz.

3.6 Limitations/Risks

3.6.1 Not Open to Philippine Citizens

Under the rules of the AFAB and the current operating license of Oz,
TOTOZ is not open for sale to Philippine Citizens. However, Oz will
be applying for a Virtual Asset Service Provider (VASP) License to
serve Philippine Citizens too in the near future.

3.6.2 No Dealings with the Philippine Peso (PHP)



Under the rules of the AFAB and the current operating license of Oz,
TOTOZ cannot be transacted using the Philippine Peso (PHP).
However, Oz will be applying for a Virtual Asset Service Provider
(VASP) License which will allow Oz to accept transactions in PHP
soon.

3.6.3 Partnership with AFAB

A large part of the delivery of current TOTOZ residency benefits as
described in this Whitepaper lie with our partnership with the
Authority of the Freeport Area of Bataan (AFAB). While we expect no
material change in the conditions of our relationship with the FAB,
there could be a remote possibility that there might be adverse
changes that could impact our ability to deliver on the services as
described in this Whitepaper.

3.6.4 Partnership with Other Ecozones

Oz’s vision is to establish a network of ecozones across the world
that could confer residency benefits to Oz’s users and TOTOZ
holders. However, this involves complex negotiations with multiple
stakeholders with varying national, provincial, and individual
interests. While we fully intend to expand our network of ecozones
beyond the FAB, we may or may not be able to achieve our vision.
However, as of the time of the writing of this Whitepaper, there is a
lot of interest from other ecozones that have approached us, and we
are following up with.

3.6.5 Change in the Offshore Regulatory Environment

Changes in how individual countries treat residency in ecozones
could change and impact the quality of the service that Oz is
providing TOTOZ holders. We will continue to keep abreast of
developments in all countries so that we can advise TOTOZ holders
accordingly.

3.7 Other Future Ecosystem Benefits

TOTOZ is one of the main pillars of Oz and TOTOZ holders will avail of many
benefits that the ecosystem will bring. These may include but are not limited
to:

3.7.1 Airdrops



TOTOZ holders get unique access to airdrop events to receive tokens
from future projects.

3.7.2 Credit/Lending

Users will be able to borrow funds and access credit products against
their TOTOZ tokens.

3.7.3 Payment/Transactions

As the Oz ecosystem develops, users would be able to pay for
services and even other digital and physical assets using TOTOZ
tokens. These may include internet access, Real Estate in the FAB
with partner developers, and many more.

3.8 Token Sales Event

TOTOZ is currently conducting a token sales event to sell off TOTOZ tokens
that will be used for residency benefits. The event will also raise funds
needed to deploy the ecosystem and business of Oz.

Total Number of Tokens to be Sold: 480,000,000,000,000 (6% of Total)

Price Per Token: US$0.0000001 (1 USDT = 10,000,000 TOTOZ)

Target Raise: US$ 48,000,000

As a bonus to early supporters to the Oz DAO through the purchase of
TOTOZ tokens, the Oz Governance Tokens, OZT will be airdropped to
buyers. Twenty percent (20%) or two hundred million (200,000,000 OZT) of
the OZT is allocated to the buyers of TOTOZ in the Private Sale round. The
first airdrop for OZT will be on 1 August 2022 based on the amount of
TOTOZ purchased in the private round. Every $1 spent purchasing TOTOZ
tokens will be entitled to 4 OZT tokens.

Tokens sold during the token sales event have a 12-month lock-in period,
25% of which are unlocked every 3 months.

Airdrop Schedule:

1 Aug 2022 1 Nov 2022 1 Feb 2023 1 May 2023

10% 20% 30% 40%

No. of OZT 20,000,000 40,000,000 60,000,000 80,000,000



vested

200,000,000 OZT allocated to private sale supporters. US$1 spent on
TOTOZ to be airdropped 4 OZT.

Below is the planned use of funds from the sale of TOTOZ. This may be
subject to change to align with the development plan of Oz and the
surrounding ecosystem:

4. The Freeport Area of Bataan

Oz’s first partner ecozone is the Freeport Area of Bataan (FAB). Located at the
nexus of Subic, Clark, and Manila, the FAB is a special economic zone in the
Philippines that is set up to become an Offshore Financial Center focusing on digital
assets and Transshipment Hub between China and the rest of the world.

As a potential transshipment hub, the FAB is deep seaport capable sitting at the
nexus of Subic, Clark, and Manila and right along the Silk Road shipping lanes
connecting to China, making it ideal for a transshipment hub that is conveniently
located at the nexus point of the majority of all trade going into the Philippines
(Manila, the capital of the Philippines handles the bulk of all the trade going into the
Philippines, and Subic and Clark massive economic centers in their own right.).
Given that the ports of Manila are frequently congested, developing the FAB’s port
would open a conveniently located facility that would ease congestion and facilitate
trade into the country.



Furthermore, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) is financing the building of the
Bataan – Cavite suspension bridge that will directly connect Manila to the FAB. This
will cut commute time from Manila to the FAB from five hours to forty minutes. The
bridge has been approved by the Philippines government and construction has
begun. It is expected to be ready within the next five to six years. With the upcoming
bridge, Manila’s urban growth will easily spill into the FAB, propelling further
growth of the region.

With regards to the FAB becoming a digital
assets financial hub, the AFAB has launched
various regulatory initiatives to make the FAB
more popular and attract investors to re-locate
and build digital asset-based businesses in the
zone. Starting with the passing of Republic Act
No. 11453, the AFAB is specifically given the
authority to exercise regulation and policy
controls over the operation of DeFi, CeFi, DEx,
CEx, DApps and DAOs to bring growth and
development to FAB, whilst establishing a
baseline for quality and standards in preparation
for widespread adoption and mainstream
regulatory approvals.

AFAB welcomes all entrepreneurs to register as AFAB operators to act as an
offshore financial center that may engage in, or allow, any or all international



financial business services, including banking, offshore fund management, collective
investment schemes and crypto currency mining and related products and services.
AFAB’s license encompasses a wide range of financial services, digital asset services
and ecosystem enabled services, including by not limited to alternative savings,
smart bonds, liquidity provision, custody, issuance and exchange of digital assets,
tokenization of assets, yield farming, blockchain oracles, market making services,
margin trading, digital asset issuance, Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
(DAOs), and many more.

With all the conditions for success, Oz expects the FAB to grow into a significant
ecozone leading the way by setting the standard for all ecozones that intend to
enter the digital assets space.

*TOTOZ users that staked their tokens for residency can live and work ANYWHERE in the
Philippines and are not limited to staying at the FAB once their visa is approved.

5. The Oz DAO

It began with a simple premise. How can we take the principles of decentralization,
cryptocurrency, and blockchain technology and make it more accessible and
practical for EVERYONE to use?

For years, blockchain technology and cryptocurrency projects have been promising
applications of decentralization, transparency, security, and a new way of living.
However, a precious few have managed to deliver on this promise. In the real world,
where we all live, poorly crafted regulations, arbitrary prosecution on
cryptocurrencies, the lack of privacy, and the lack of real-world practicalities have
hampered mass-market adoption and the use of digital assets beyond a speculative
asset class.

Many blockchain projects, focusing solely on the development of their technology,
are simply disconnected from the real world.



Project Oz (Open Zone) is a project tying blockchain technology with real world
living. It does so by creating a series of opportunities for our community and users
through four core pillars: Residency; Technology; Governance; Development.

5.1 Residency

What is blockchain and digital assets enabled living?

One of the core objectives of Oz is to tie real world living to the world of
digital assets and cryptocurrencies. In order to do that, we examined the
needs of hundreds of digital asset pioneers and entrepreneurs and came up
with TOTOZ, the world’s first residency enabled digital token.

By working with ecozones around the world, we bring residency benefits to
our community of users that cater to the world of digital assets. Operators in
the digital economy get to choose to base their operations within our
partner ecozones, without having to move physically to the country in which
they are based (or choose to move physically, the choice is with the user).
Residents get to enjoy benefits such as privacy protection, near zero/low



taxes, and certainty in dealing with digital assets under the framework of
regulations in our ecozones.

As we develop and grow, we will continue to innovate with our residency
benefits and open up new ecozones to our users, bridging the divide
between the digital and the physical.

METAVERSE APPLICATIONS

One of the hottest new trends in the technology world today is the
development of the METAVERSE. From Microsoft, to Facebook, and Google,
companies are spending billions of dollars developing metaverse
technologies to dominate the next era when our virtual lives will play as
important a role as our physical realities.

The metaverse is the convergence of two ideas that have been around for
many years: virtual reality and a digital second life. In theory, we would
spend a lot of time interacting with our friends and building our social life in
virtual space. As a result, we would spend money there too, on outfits, and
virtual objects for our digital personas.

One of the applications that Oz is working on is tying TOTOZ to the
metaverse. We can add value to metaverse projects by creating a mechanism
through which “residents” or “businesses” in the metaverse can connect to
the physical world by providing a residency and business operations base
through TOTOZ to ecozones around the world. In this way, metaverse
applications need not be totally online and can provide physical resources to
users interacting in the metaverse.

Another project that Oz is working on through TOTOZ is adding value to
property and real estate through the overlay of metaverses that are linked to
physical property. We create a virtual space on top of physical space that
links ownership of the physical space with virtual assets. In this way, we can
create further value for property developers and owners by providing a
virtual space on top of their physical space. By doing so, we can create
unlimited opportunities for physical properties by creating multiple
metaverses on top of it.

5.2 Technology

How do we make usable technology that is future ready?

Blockchain and Distributed Ledger technology is the bedrock of Oz, and we
are determined to provide future ready technology that is user-friendly and
simple to adopt.



We begin with the base. The development and deployment of the Oz
Protocol will provide the protocol layer on which we will be able to build
DApps and DAOs for the businesses that will be operating within the
ecozones. The Oz Protocol will be Smart Contract enabled and we will be
building several easy-to-use solutions with which enterprises can utilize the
Oz blockchain for day-to-day transactions.

Initial testing of the Oz Protocol highlights the capabilities of the Oz
Protocol and its ability to compete with other major protocol chains in the
market today.

Oz Protocol ERC-20 Tron IBM HL Corda R3

Average Transaction
Confirmation Time

1 sec 6 mins 1 min 35 sec 5 sec

Average Transaction
Cost (US$)

< US$0.01 *15.62 **0.28 0.02 0.10

Transaction
Throughput

20,000+/sec 25/sec 2,000/sec 3,000/sec 1678/sec

In addition, we are very conscious of the environmental footprint of the Oz
Protocol and are building the protocol with that in mind.

Oz Protocol Bitcoin Ethereum EOS Visa

Annualized Energy
Consumption (TWh)

0.000034 87.80 6.87 0.00025 0.00016

Energy
Consumption Per
Transaction (kWh)

0.000308 797.4 62.37 0.0023 0.00149

Annualized Carbon
Footprint (Tonnes)

14.3 41.7 x 106 3.3 x 106 113 49.5

Carbon Footprint
Per Transaction

0.13g 378.76kg 29.63kg 1.03g 0.45g

We look forward to launching the Oz Protocol in the third quarter (Q3) of
2022 for beta-testing.

For more information about the technology development, please refer to
Appendix 1.

5.3 Governance

How do we enable the community to make decisions?



Oz is structured as an DAO that is governed largely by the community with
both on-chain and off-chain governance elements. OZT tokens allow the
users to participate in the decision-making processes of Oz, predominantly
about the management of the Treasury and the voting of which projects to
accept or decline when it comes to the development of ecozones.

Oz is augmented by off-chain governance rules and is led by a Council
composed of executives and major OZT holders. The Council is responsible
for determining the organization's development strategies, setting budgets,
and initiating proposals. At the same time, all OZT holders can vote for
supervisors to form a Board of Supervisors. The Board of Supervisors is
responsible for supervising the Council and the executive team. It can be
responsible for calling OZT holders to vote against the proposal and initiate
a major refunding. The Council may set a budget on a quarterly or annual
basis, or a milestone basis. After the proposal is approved, the budgetary
funds are left to the discretion of the executive team. In order to further
increase the transparency of the use of funds, the Council and the Board of
Supervisors can form a private DAO. The budget funds flow into the private
DAO. A minority of people, including the Council and the Board of
Supervisors vote to decide the use of funds, but all funds are available for
public scrutiny.

5.4 Development

How do we make our partner ecozones as successful as possible?

By partnering with ecozones, Oz brings community, capital, and corporations
to set up in the ecozones. This brings jobs, investments, and economic
growth.

There are some 5,400 zones across 147 economies since 2019, up from
about 4,000 in 2014, and more than 500 new SEZs are in the pipeline. The
SEZ boom is part of a new wave of industrial policies and a response to
increasing competition for internationally mobile investment.

Most zones offer fiscal incentives, relief from customs duties and tariffs;
business-friendly regulations with respect to land access, permits and
licenses or employment rules; and administrative streamlining and
facilitation. Infrastructure support is another important feature, especially in
developing countries where basic infrastructure for business outside these
zones can be poor.

According to the World Investment Report, the requirements for successful
ecozones are:



● Legal, Regulatory and Institutional Framework: Establishment and
consistent adherence to appropriate overarching framework.

● Business Environment: Streamlined procedures for registration,
licensing, trade logistics and customs clearance to reduce costs of doing
business.

● Strategic Planning and Demand Driven Approach: SEZs driven by
strong business interests and integrated into national development
plans.

● Infrastructure: Good, reliable and affordable transport, energy, water,
and telecoms services.

● Zone Management and Operations: Understanding of how successful
SEZs are managed and operated by the Government and private sector.

● Ownership and Policy Consistency: Strong, consistent and long-term
Government or Private Sector Ownership

● Compensation and Resettlement: Quick and effective resolution of
claims due to land acquisition or resettlement.

The new industrial revolution and the digital economy are changing
manufacturing industries – the main clients of traditional ecozones. The
declining importance of labor costs as a locational determinant for
investment will have fundamental implications for ecozones. Ecozone
development programmes will need to adapt their value propositions to
include access to skilled resources, high levels of data connectivity and
relevant technology service providers, potentially through partnerships with
platform providers. Digital service provision by ecozone operators, e.g.
through online single windows for administrative procedures, becomes an
increasingly important signal to potential investors. At the strategic level,
ecozones may have new opportunities to target digital firms and orient their
strategic strengths in logistics facilitation towards the distribution activities
in digital value chains. Ecozones could also act as incubators and promote
clustering and linkages with digital start-ups within and outside their
confines.

Benefits Oz brings to our partner ecozones include:
● Legal, Regulatory and Institutional Frameworks for the Digital

Economy: One of the key benefits that Oz can bring to the table is
advisory for legal, regulatory, and institutional changes that the
ecozone can adopt in order to attract businesses in the digital
economy.

● Digital Infrastructure: Our blockchain and enterprise ready solutions
can act as the base infrastructure for the development of the ecozone
into a smart city with integrated logistics and city data for accelerated
growth.  Oz can quickly integrate

● Master Planning: Developing a master plan is a costly exercise which
can be undertaken by Oz’s network of partners and experienced
ecozone builders.



● Development Consortium Building: Oz can quickly put together and
bring in a development consortium consisting of investors, funds,
developers, and facility operators that will develop the physical
infrastructure and buildings.

● Capital for Infrastructure Development: Oz can raise separate
DAOs, or token offerings to fundraise for initial infrastructure
development to provide the base for ecozone development.

● Investments: Oz’s large network of investors from across both digital
and traditional finance and industry would help accelerate
investments into the ecozone.

● Community: Oz’s community acts as a demand indicator through
governance and voting mechanisms backed by capital. Developers
have more confidence in ecozones with pre-development marketing
and pre-development demand before investing into the development
of the ecozone.

● Marketing Expertise and Networks: Oz brings its considerable
marketing and PR networks to help promote partner ecozones
internationally.

● Education & Training: With our network of education and training
facilities across the world, we can help upskill and reskill people living
in and around the ecozones for Web 3.0, the metaverse, and
blockchain technologies, which are the jobs of the future.

5.5 The Oz Roadmap

The diagram below shows Oz’s development roadmap and expected
timeline:



5.6 The Oz Team

Oz’s team was selected for their specific skills that contribute directly to
Oz’s core utility and roadmap.

Eugenio M. Gonzalez “Jin”, Chief Architect
Industry and Enterprise Blockchain Ecosystem Expert

Jin has 6 technology startups and 2 successful exits in the past
22 years. Jin was the Director for Blockchain implementation
at the largest digital bank in the Philippines, UnionBank. He
formulated the bank’s digital asset strategy and led the bank’s
cornerstone DLT projects which included Blockchain-enabled
Cross border and Domestic Remittance, Philippine Stablecoin,
and Exchange Acquisition, among others. He also led multiple
industry building initiatives which included the banks
nationwide DLT training program, Blockchain project
compliance, and SEC and Central Bank industry discussions
on DLT policy. On behalf of the bank, he set up the Distributed
Ledger Technology association and sat as its Executive
Director until 2021. Jin is the founder of Oz.finance and the
Co-founder of GlobalTradeX, the exclusive exchange of AFAB.

Raymond C. Garcia Jr. “Ramon”, Chief Advisor
Capital Markets and Philippine Ecozone Policy Expert

Ramon sits on the boards of many of the top companies in the
Philippines including a bank, a Special Economic Zone, and
other large corporations. Ramon is the former Governor of
the Philippine Stock Exchange and is currently the Director of
the Philippine Association of Securities Brokers and Dealers
(PASBADI). Ramon is also the founder and owner of the
publicly traded DFNN Group, one of the largest gaming
conglomerates in the Philippines. Ramon is the co-founder of
the exclusive digital asset exchange of AFAB - GlobalTradeX.
Ramon was also instrumental in lobbying for the entry of
SpaceX’s Starlink Internet services into the Philippines.



Marco R. Urera “Marco”,  Chief Operations Advisor
Technology Operations Expert

Marco's technology management background spans over 30
years since the beginning of the internet. He established the
first Philippine internet email company in the Philippines,
which he sold to the largest telecom conglomerate. Since then
he has focused on managing technology initiatives for multiple
tech related companies including the DFNN group where he
specialized in tech services catering to gaming and securities
exchange services. He is the co-founder of the Young
Entrepreneur Organization (YEO). Marco is the co-founder of
the exclusive digital asset exchange of AFAB - GlobalTradeX.

Lim Hui Jie “Hui Jie”, Chief Technology Advisor
Blockchain Technology Enterprise Development Expert

Hui Jie is the youngest Executive Director of a listed company
at the London Stock Exchange. He is recognized for enterprise
technology applications with a focus on artificial intelligence,
data, cybersecurity, and blockchain. He has developed and
launched more than 96 use cases for blockchain technology
across a wide range of industries over the past 3 years. He
specializes in developing complex blockchain based
applications for primary regulators and top tier banks.

Vincent Choy “Vince”, Chief Ecosystem Architect
Ecosystem and Enterprise Blockchain Architect Expert

Vincent has designed and participated in the development of
over 20 top tier blockchain projects in the past 5 years. He has
also advised various technology related businesses in over 33
countries across a spectrum of industries including energy,
sustainability, fintech, and blockchain technologies. Vince
specializes in blockchain ecosystem and strategy development
designing simple to complex token ecosystems. Vincent is the
founder and current Chairman of the Blockchain Center of
Excellence and Education.



Jonathan Shek, Chief Ecozone Advisor
Ecozone Infrastructure and Financing Development Expert

Jonathan specializes in ecozone financing and has extensive
experience in project finance, property development, project
management, civil engineering and venture capital in China
and Southeast Asia. Jonathan has advised more than $10
billion of investment transactions in Southeast Asia, including
managing the tender for the multi-billion-dollar investment
into Kyauk Phyu Special Economic Zone in Myanmar as well as
other landmark projects.

Chuck De Guzman “Chuck”, Chief Legal Advisor
Ecozone and Gaming Legal Expert

Chuck obtained his Juris Doctor (JD) from the Ateneo School
of Law in 2007 among the top of his class. He has over
fourteen years’ experience in mergers and acquisitions,
corporate, tax, international and securities law focused on
capital markets, fintech and gaming. Chuck currently
specializes in Ecozone regulations and policy development,
Gaming regulation and policy development, International
Corporate structuring, and other related matters.

Marian L. Pascua “Wanda”, Chief Marketing Advisor
Digital and Influencer Marketing Expert

Wanda’s marketing experience spans 12 years in various
leadership roles focused on digital and social media. She led
award winning and revenue generating ad campaigns for
global brands with extensive knowledge in e-commerce,
FMCG among others. She specializes in digital marketing,
influencer marketing, and technology branding.

5.7 The Business of Oz

In today’s digital economy, the concept of living will have to change.

From the growth of digital nomadism to the oncoming metaverses, the
concept of living and working have been changing rapidly, and the antiquated
rules and regulations governing residency and taxation will have to change
to keep up.



Oz is leading the way when it comes to redefining residency by connecting
physical living with a digital life. By creating and partnering with a regulatory
framework that takes into account the changing lifestyles of the new
economy, Oz is able to offer TOTOZ to the world, redefining residency for a
new generation of workers and digital nomads.

Furthermore, Oz participates in expanding and developing ecozones by
providing support and a framework under which ecozones can attract more
investments and grow their economies. Oz can provide ecozones with the
digital infrastructure that it needs to become smart cities, future proofing
the city requirements for expansion to take full advantage of the digital
economy.

Oz can also participate in the physical development of the ecozone by
providing collaborative services including master planning, creating of
investment and development consortiums, funding of infrastructure,
marketing the ecozone, and encouraging companies to relocate to the
ecozones through active communities. Community engagement and voting
through governance mechanisms also help to seed demand for the ecozone,
acting as an early indicator for amending regulations and incentives that can
further augment the development of the ecozone.

Oz will also uplift partner ecozones by promoting education, upskilling local
manpower, and promoting technology transfer. One of the core functions of
Oz would be to create jobs for the ecozones by encouraging the setting up of
business operations in the ecozone. Without skilled manpower however, it
will be very difficult for businesses to grow, and it is essential that Oz helps
the ecozone in capacity and capability development in order to remain
competitive.

By doing so, Oz’s economy and tokenomy expands rapidly, bringing rewards
across the chain to the members of the community that makes up and
governs Oz.

5.8 The Business of Ecozone Development

Oz can also participate in the business of ecozone development with our
partner ecozones if necessary. Oz has the knowledge, skillset and networks
to help ecozones to develop their physical environment, as well as provide
the digital infrastructure necessary for the ecozone to develop into a smart
city, apply metaverse layers, and much more. The needs and requirements of
each ecozone will differ and Oz’s involvement and rewards from ecozone
development will differ in every project too. Project merits are considered
and put forth in a proposal to the community to vote on.



The following segment will highlight some of the potential rewards from
ecozone development that could be earned by Oz to build up our treasury
over time.

5.8.1 Real Estate Sales

Oz can be awarded a percentage of all real estate sales proceeds to
developers and investors.

5.8.2 Lease Revenue

Oz can be awarded a percentage of all lease revenues from lessors.

5.8.3 Operational Royalties/Levies

Oz can be awarded a percentage of all revenue collected from
infrastructure or utilities funded by Oz.

5.8.4 Transaction Fees

Oz can be awarded with a percentage of the transaction fees from
the digital infrastructure Oz provides to the ecozone.

5.8.5 Service Fees

Oz could also charge service fees to the ecozone for every digital or
specific physical service that depends on Oz’s digital infrastructure.



5.8.6 Ownership of Metaverse/Digital Rights

Oz could also own all digital and metaverse rights to the ecozone for
them to develop and market.

5.8.7 Education/Training Fees

Oz can also operate education and training institutes to build the
blockchain workforce of the future.

Every proposal for each ecozone will depend on the needs and requirements
of the ecozone.

5.9 The Oz Governance Token - OZT

OZT is designed to enable voting on proposals for the DAO. The following
section in the Whitepaper introduces OZT in further details.

5.9.1 Overview and Technical Summary

Token Name: OZT

Technical Standard: BEP-20

Token Supply: One billion (1,000,000,000)

Can be Minted: No; Fixed Supply



BEP-20 is a token standard on Binance Smart Chain that
extends ERC-20, the most common Ethereum token Standard.
Due to its similarity to Binance Chain’s BEP-2 and Ethereum’s
ERC-20, it’s compatible with both. BEP-20 was conceived as a
technical specification for Binance Smart Chain, with the goal
of providing a flexible format for developers to launch a range
of different tokens.

OZT can be used (voting) only in the Oz Wallet, where users
can vote on proposals that are presented by the Oz Council.

However, as a BEP-20 token, OZT can be stored on any
BEP-20 compatible wallet including Metamask, Trust Wallet,
etc., as well as most digital asset exchange wallets. It is our
intention to list OZT on multiple exchanges.

5.9.2 OZT Utility

OZT is a governance token that grants users voting rights on
proposals made by the Oz Council.

Oz is structured as a community driven DAO whereby the
community gets to make key decisions with respect to the
operation of the Treasury. The core purpose of OZ is to
develop a community that is dedicated to Open Zone Living
and providing capital to developing ecozones. Therefore,
protecting the rights of the community is at the core of OZ’s
design. All holders of the OZT tokens jointly own the
organization, have the decision-making power to use the
funds of the organization, and vote to decide whether to pass
a proposal for the use of funds or not.



5.9.2.1 On-Chain Governance

Oz achieves governance through a simple
majority vote, and the user's holding as a
percentage of the total TOTOZs in circulation is
the voting weight. In order to avoid the 51%
attack problem, when the NO votes reach 30%
of the total votes, the proposal is rejected. Since
most people do not actually participate in
governance, it is usually difficult to reach 30% of
the votes. At this point, a simple majority vote is
effective. But when there was an attack, and an
attack spread in the community, each investor
would protect themselves by voting. The 30%
votes required to veto a proposal does not
completely avoid 51% attacks but increases the
difficulty of 51% attacks to 71%.

5.9.2.2 Off-chain governance

Oz is augmented by off-chain governance rules
and is led by a Council composed of executives
and major OZT holders. The Council is
responsible for determining the organization's
development strategies, setting budgets, and
initiating proposals. At the same time, all OZT
holders can vote for supervisors to form a
Board of Supervisors. The Board of Supervisors
is responsible for supervising the Council and
the executive team. It can be responsible for
calling OZT holders to vote against the proposal
and initiate a major refunding. The Council may
set a budget on a quarterly or annual basis, or a
milestone basis. After the proposal is approved,
the budgetary funds are left to the discretion of
the executive team. In order to further increase
the transparency of the use of funds, the
Council and the Board of Supervisors can form
a private DAO. The budget funds flow into the
private DAO. A minority of people, including the
Council and the Board of Supervisors vote to
decide the use of funds, but all funds are
available for public scrutiny.



5.9.3 Token Allocation and Vesting Schedule

There is a total supply cap of one billion (1,000,000,000) OZT in the Oz
ecosystem. All of the OZT tokens (100%) would be airdropped to every
party in the distribution table over 5 years.

The distribution  of tokens are as follows:

Percentage of
Tokens

Number of Tokens

Team & Employees 21% 210,000,000

Advisors 10% 100,000,000

Ecozones 19% 190,000,000

Private Sales TOTOZ 20% 200,000,000

Community 30% 300,000,000

5.9.3.1 OZT Allocated to TOTOZ Private Sales

For participants in the Private Sales event of TOTOZ,
twenty percent (20%) of the OZT tokens are allocated
to be airdropped to them every quarter for 4 quarters
(1 year). Every US$1 spent on TOTOZ will entitle the
buyer to 4 OZT tokens.

Private Sales Event of TOTOZ tokens - OZT Airdrop Rewards Distribution:

Every US$1 spent on TOTOZ entitles Buyers to 4 OZT Rewards

1 Aug 2022 1 Nov 2022 1 Feb 2023 1 May 2022

Vesting 10% 20% 30% 40%

US$ 1 worth of TOTOZ 0.4 OZT 0.8 OZT 1.2 OZT 1.6 OZT

Total 200,000,000 OZT allocated to TOTOZ Private Sales

Total 40,000,000 80,000,000 120,000,000 160,000,000



5.9.3.2 OZT Allocated to Community

OZT Governance tokens will be distributed to the
community via TOTOZ tokens. From 2023, OZT tokens
will be airdropped to holders of TOTOZ tokens once
every quarter (once every 3 months.) The distribution
only takes into account TOTOZ tokens in circulation
and includes tokens that are staked.

Thirty percent (30%) of the tokens or three hundred
million (300,000,000 OZT) governance tokens are
allocated to the community. A snapshot of all TOTOZ
tokens in circulation will be taken at 23:59 (GMT+8) on
the last day of every quarter, (28 February, 31 May, 31
August, 31 December) and OZT tokens will be sent to
all the wallets holding TOTOZ tokens on the first day of
the quarter (1 March, 1 June, 1 September, 1 January).
OZT tokens will be vested equally in proportion to the
number of TOTOZ tokens in circulation. Given the
large number of TOTOZ tokens, only wallets holding
more than 10,000,000 TOTOZ will be airdropped OZT.

The vesting schedule for OZT tokens to the TOTOZ
holders and Community will be as follows:

1 Jan 1 Mar 1 Jun 1 Sep

OZT will be airdropped in proportion to all wallets
with a minimum of 10,000,000 TOTOZ

2023 (3%) - 30,000,000 OZT 7,500,000 7,500,000 7,500,000 7,500,000

2024 (6%) - 60,000,000 OZT 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000

2025 (9%) - 90,000,000 OZT 22,500,000 22,500,000 22,500,000 22,500,000

2026 (12%) - 120,000,000 OZT 30,000,000 30,000,000 30,000,000 30,000,000

5.9.3.3 OZT Allocated to Team & Employees

OZT Governance tokens given to Team and Employees
will be locked up for five (5) years and unlocked over
time. Tokens will be unlocked on the 30 June of every
calendar year at 23:59 (GMT +8).



The unlocking schedule of the tokens is as described
below:

Team &
Employees

Allocation: 21% No. of Tokens

2022 21% Locked 210,000,000

2023 2.1% Unlocked 21,000,000

2024 4.2% Unlocked 42,000,000

2025 6.3% Unlocked 63,000,000

2026 8.4% Unlocked 84,000,000

5.9.3.4 OZT Allocated to Advisors

OZT Governance tokens given to Advisors will be
locked up for five (5) years and unlocked over time.
Tokens will be unlocked on the 30 June of every
calendar year at 23:59 (GMT +8).

The unlocking schedule of the tokens is as described
below:

Advisors Allocation: 10% No. of Tokens

2022 10% Locked 100,000,000

2023 1% Unlocked 10,000,000

2024 2% Unlocked 20,000,000

2025 3% Unlocked 30,000,000

2026 4% Unlocked 40,000,000

5.9.3.4 OZT Allocated to Ecozones

OZT Governance tokens given to Ecozones will be
locked up for five (5) years and unlocked over time.



Tokens will be unlocked on the 30 June of every
calendar year at 23:59 (GMT +8).

The unlocking schedule of the tokens is as described
below:

Advisors Allocation: 19% No. of Tokens

2022 19% Locked 190,000,000

2023 1.9% Unlocked 19,000,000

2024 3.8% Unlocked 38,000,000

2025 5.7% Unlocked 57,000,000

2026 7.6% Unlocked 76,000,000

Tokens will be granted/sold to ecozones depending on
the negotiations with the ecozones and proposals will
be brought up to the community for voting.

6. Frequently Asked Questions

6.1 What happens if the Philippines immigration department reject my
Residency Visa for any reason?

Ans: Although the chances of rejection are low, there might be certain
circumstances under which a Residency Visa application is rejected.
Should that happen to you, the TOTOZ tokens that you staked will be
unlocked and you may choose to sell the tokens on any of the
exchanges that TOTOZ is listed on or engage us to help you to sell
your tokens.

6.2 Can I un-stake my tokens at any point along the 5 years when my tokens
are staked for residency?

Ans: No. Once the residency visa is approved, the user may not un-stake
the tokens at any time without giving up their residency status.
Should they wish to cancel their residency, they will be able to
un-stake the tokens.

6.3 Why can we only stake TOTOZ in the OZ Wallet to avail of residency? Why
not be able to stake in the exchanges?



Ans: Administratively, staking of the tokens would trigger a response from
the team at Oz to contact the user with respect to the collection of
documents for submission to the Philippines Immigration authorities.
This process cannot be managed by an external exchange.
Furthermore, when TOTOZ becomes exceedingly popular, we would
not be in direct control of where TOTOZ is listed and thus, it will be
impossible to monitor all the exchanges on which TOTOZ is listed on.

7. Conclusion

TOTOZ is the residency utility token of the rapidly expanding ecosystem of Oz and
is the world’s first residency-enabled digital token. By deftly working with
regulations and partnering with ecozones, TOTOZ is able to link real world living to
our project and deliver a clear utility that is in demand amongst digital asset
entrepreneurs, business leaders, and crypto enthusiasts.

Our first partner ecozone is the Freeport Area of Bataan (FAB), but we are not
stopping there. Our vision is to develop a network of ecozones around the world,
bringing with us economic growth, jobs, and social impact to all our partner
ecozones in exchange for privacy protections, clarity in dealing with digital assets,
and low taxes.

TOTOZ unique tokenomic design gives TOTOZ tokens all the conditions necessary
for value creation. While the total supply of TOTOZ tokens is capped, the demand
for TOTOZ is expected to increase as the ecosystem expands and more use cases
are developed for TOTOZ. The total circulating supply of TOTOZ in the market will
also fall dramatically as more users’ avail of residency benefits, as users have to
stake their TOTOZ (locking up supply of TOTOZ for 5 years.) Another interesting
feature of TOTOZ tokenomics design is the fact that to avail of the utility of the
token (residency benefits), the individual user is not sensitive to the price of the
individual token, as the price of utility is fixed regardless of individual token prices.

In addition, as we are positioning Oz to be the leading solution for ecozone
development, we will also be promoting TOTOZ through mainstream media and
influencers and to continuously expand the community of holders and users of
TOTOZ globally.

It is important to note that purchasing TOTOZ is not an investment and should not
be considered as one. Purchasing TOTOZ should be done if there is an interest to
join a community that is keen on Open Zone Living in special economic zones
around the world. The price of TOTOZ is determined solely by the actions of the
community and the demand for residency and not by actions of Oz or any
third-party operators.



Lastly, given the global uncertainty and geopolitical unrest in the world today there
is a need for solutions that provide expedited residency and business operation in a
privacy protected, tax and regulation free zone. Oz serves that need as it expands
its global network of participating Open Zones.

It is clear that Oz’ vision of uniting a network of ecozones around the world to
provide alternative residencies and safe havens is more important than ever before.

- End -



APPENDIX 1: THE OZ PROTOCOL

In order to achieve its vision to develop an economic system for ecozones powered by
blockchain technology, Oz will be developing and deploying the Oz Protocol, allowing
decentralized applications to be built on the platform, transforming the way ecozones
attract investors, how businesses operate, and the means by which it drives transparency
throughout the system.

1. Foreword

Oz Protocol allows applications to be built on a platform which adopts an API first
methodology, where all capabilities and operations are available as APIs. This fully
embraces a multi-device, multi-system world in which we are living in today. Any
user can connect to the platform using their mobile devices, as well as desktop
browsers. Developers can also extend native offerings by building additional
specialized devices, such as voting machines or payment modules. This API first
methodology extends the platform’s possibilities limited only by imagination.

The ecosystem will entirely be token driven, and tokens will be used to represent all
assets, digital or physical. This provides extremely fast transactional settlement
capabilities and eliminates expensive external transactional costs.

Tokens launched on the Oz Protocol, having a 20,000 per second concurrent
processing speed, can be utilized in real-time, enabling massive scaling of
applications for a multitude of transactional uses, ranging from tracing goods in the
supply chain, eliminating middleman in real estate through smart contracts, to a
new way of digital banking.

The Oz Protocol replaces traditional means of transactions and storage with a
faster, cheaper, and more efficient alternative, even compared to conventional
blockchain protocols. The token is protected by a double SHA256 encryption,
making it impossible to reverse engineer.

2. Introduction

Blockchain is essentially a distributed, digital ledger that can be used to:

• Authenticate the exchange of goods and services
• Create and execute an agreement/contract
• Track goods and services across the traction
• Make Payment

With blockchain, every transaction is recorded on a block and multiple copies of the
ledger that are distributed over many nodes (computers). This makes the records
highly transparent and also highly secure. Blockchain records are also highly



resistant to change, since every block links to the one before it and after it, making
the record immutable. There is not one central authority over the blockchain, and
it’s extremely efficient and scalable. For operations that require a chain command,
like mining, blockchain is especially ground-breaking as it has a chain of command
built-in.

Blockchain also provides consensus — there is no dispute in the chain regarding
transactions because all entities on the chain have the same version of the ledger.
Everyone on the blockchain can see the chain of ownership for an asset on the
blockchain. Records on the blockchain cannot be erased which is important for a
transparent supply chain.

These are essential elements that are necessary for reliability and integrity in any
supply chain and can be provided by blockchain.

The Oz Protocol is a proprietary blockchain solution combining the advantages of
different protocols into one. Oz Protocol implements a Permissioned/
Permissionless Hybridization model for the Blockchain.

3. Design Principles

3.1 User Friendly

Deploying an enterprise-level distributed blockchain system requires
professional blockchain knowledge as it is complex and error-prone. The
applications built on blockchain are designed to be user-friendly, helping
businesses to seamlessly integrate their current systems, making it
customisable and easy to use.

3.2 High Interoperability

Through various collaborations with different industry partners, Oz will
create several reliable blockchain solutions that are better, faster and easier
to use within its ecosystem. Being supported by open system architecture
and a workflow engine, Oz Protocol can work with other products or
systems, at present or in the future, in either implementation or access,
without any restrictions.

3.3 Security & Reliability

Oz Protocol is accessed via the Federation System which allows security
principle identities and attributes to be shared across trust boundaries
according to established policies. It is concerned with where the user’s
credentials are stored and only allows trusted third-parties to authenticate
against those credentials without actually seeing them.



3.4 Open Integration

Through the use of open system architecture and a workflow engine, Oz
Protocol allows all partners in their ecosystem to integrate their data and
networks as well as other existing enterprises’ solutions to bring more
convenience, value, and possibilities to them.

4. Protocol Technology

4.1 pBFT/PoW Hybrid

A PoW/pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance)-like consensus protocol,
replaces the reliance on Proof of Work (PoW) by using endorsements, and
hence is a solution to the limitations of a PoW model when having a small
network.

The security of a Proof-of Work (PoW) network depends on the collective
hash power of the network. A group of malicious entities could easily attack
a small network and change the blockchain, while still playing by the rules of
its protocol. This malicious group would just need a higher hash power.
Unlike bitcoin, a small network is not massively distributed, and hence the
hash power is far too low to provide any significant protection.

With a PoW/pBFT consensus model, a new block can be added to the chain
after having been agreed to and endorsed by a given number of known
peers.

The chain can then be validated by checking the validity of the endorsement
signatures. There are two tiers of participants in such a network: External
clients (such as software wallets and exchanges), who only have permission
to submit transactions and audit the blockchain; And known peers, which will
have the permission to create, endorse and commit blocks to the chain.

Block Fields

Filled in at: Block: By

Proposal Stage

proposal_hash

proposal_signature

nonce

timestamp

note

[]transaction

Orderer



Endorsement Stage endorsements Endorser

Commit Stage block_hash

block_signature

Orderer

This solution will not only protect from the mentioned type of attacks but
will also allow a much higher transaction throughput. Transactions per
second will only be limited by block size and network communication speed;
While practical confirmation times should be more like those of VISA than of
Bitcoin. Proof of Work chains require time & difficulty to confirm
transactions, whereas we will rely on endorsements.

4.2 The Life Cycle of a Block in An Endorsement Model

To understand the model, it is beneficial to look at the life cycle of each block
as it goes from creation to inclusion in the blockchain ecosystem.

In the current PoW system, the life cycle of the block is relatively simple. It is
created, mined and distributed to all other peers. However, the hybrid
model’s method of consensus is slightly more complex.

Each block in this model will go through the following three stages:

The first stage. a proposal stage, where the block is created, mined (at a low
difficulty) and signed by the Orderer. After this, the block is distributed to all
other known peers (called endorsers).

The second stage is called the Endorsement stage, where each endorser will
check if the proposal block is fully compliant with a given ruleset and the
latest chain state, and then (if valid,) will return, to the Orderer, an
endorsement.

Endorsement [64] byte = signed(proposal_block_hash)

In the third and final stage, the Commit stage, the Orderer waits until it has
received at least X valid endorsements. The proposal block is then combined
with the Endorsement signatures and the final hash is created.

X ≥ (Number of Peers)/2

Final_hash [64]byte = sha256(endorsements + proposal_hash)



It’s important to note that each peer in the network, including the Orderer,
must be polymorphic. This is to ensure that if the Orderer is malicious or
faulty, any other peer in the network can adopt that role to prevent any
downtime.

4.3 Legacy Protection Using PoW

On the surface, the endorsement model would work without any PoW
mining and consensus can be reached even with X - 1 faulty nodes. However,
given a situation with X + 1 faulty/malicious node, the history of the
blockchain could theoretically be rewritten at a hyper-fast rate using a
‘consolidation’ attack (where networking time would be eliminated). To
protect the network against such attacks, PoW mining of the blocks at a low
difficulty could be added to act as a barrier against such attacks without
significantly slowing down the throughput of the blockchain.

4.4 Updates Using Blockchain Protocol



The general transaction processing protocol will remain the same. With the
combination of both consensus mechanisms, extra rules and exceptions will
be added for the proposal, endorsement and commit stages.
• Proposal hash is added where it will be the hash of all transactional data,

timestamp, block notes, the public key of the known Orderer, and nonce.
This hash (BLAKE2B) must be the solution to the target difficulty.

• An array of endorsement signatures will not be included in the proposal
hash. Each endorsement signature will be digitally signed proposal hash
with Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

• Block hash is the hash of the proposal hash and the endorsements which
use BLAKE2B.

• Orderer signature is the signed block hash matching the public key that
first signed the proposal using ECDSA.

• All signatures must come from a known and non-blacklisted Peer.

• The previous hash included in the proposal block will reference the last
block’s final hash.

4.5 Known Peers & Blacklist

For now, this is a permissioned, private blockchain. Known peers are trusted
nodes that interact with one another and have the function of validating and
appending the blockchain. A list of known peers is merely a collection of
public keys, which are publicly available.

Initially, the note in the genesis block should contain a list of all known peers.
Signatures used on/within the block will be checked to see if they match one
of these known peers. This prevents any unknown and untrusted party from
participating.

A mechanism may be adapted to allow known peers to be added at a later
point in time to increase the practical fault tolerance/flexibility of the
network. However, this mechanism itself must be secured. If it is improperly
handled, it could become a single point of failure.

There are a few options for adding and blacklisting peers, which may be used
exclusively or interchangeably:

4.5.1 Voting



A new known peer is voted in with and its inclusion in a block requires
X endorsements. This mechanism can also work for blacklisting a
peer. We would recommend this method.

4.5.2 Centralized Protocol Update

Peers can be hardcoded into the protocol and distributed through a
secure centralized mechanism.

4.6 Pros and Cons

Although increased security at a smaller operational scale and higher
throughput are the targeted benefits, this network offers other significant
advantages, which are the side effects of centralization:

● Customizable Privacy – Transaction contents can be hidden, only the
hash needs are shared openly.

● Low Latency – Known peers can be distributed in an optimized manner.

● Centralized Control – Fast response to problems in the network, such as
voting to blacklist a hacker.

● Fewer Resources Used – Network does not rely on PoW, which has
positive economic and environmental impact.

● Transaction fees as rewards not required – The only reason for
transaction fees is spam prevention, (which can be prevented through a
transaction PoW system), or to generate revenue from the network
operations.

However, the model is not without its faults. Arguably, it is less secure than a
massively distributed PoW network like bitcoin. This is a very centralized
model as known peers control the mechanisms of creating and committing
blocks. Centralization is always a security concern, although the distributed
and polymorphic nature of the network’s peers mitigates some of that
concern.

4.7 Potential Attacks and Vulnerabilities

4.7.1 Endorser Corruption

If an Endorser is individually hacked and their private key is stolen,
the hacker can approve false blocks or reject valid blocks. However,
the network would still run without a problem, as the majority of
peers are still honest, and those faulty blocks will not be added. Once



the faulty node is detected, we can blacklist its public key from the list
of known peers and replace it with a new one.

4.7.2 Consolidation Attack

This is a theoretical attack, whereby a malicious entity gains the
private keys of at least X known peers. They could consolidate/unify
the public keys to a single local environment and recreate the
blockchain from any point, with new data, and without any network
delay. The exclusion of any network latency would mean that more
blocks could be recreated within a given time. However, the inclusion
of the hybrid’s PoW is a significant barrier to altering history. This
protection can be estimated as a function of the average hash
strength of the network and the number of blocks changed.

4.7.3 Denial of service (DoS) attacks

This primarily targets the Orderer. Sending ‘spam’ messages to block
a peer’s network connection and prevent them from engaging with
the network. Considering that each peer machine will have a list of all
other peers, if one peer is attacked then there is a high chance for a
DoS attack. However, such an attack will halt the blockchain rather
than change the data within it.

4.8 Summary

In summary, private networks must take advantage of their known peers to
achieve some level of security. This hybridization is a step in the right
direction which replaces the demand for proof of work. However, we have
not outlined how a new Orderer could be chosen, this remains a
vulnerability whereby an attack on a single peer could halt the network. In
the future adoption of the Tendermint consensus, the method will lead to
even greater gains in security.

Tendermint assists in securely and consistently replicating an application on
many machines. By securely, we mean that Tendermint works even if up to
1/3 of machines fail in arbitrary ways. By consistently, we mean that every
non-faulty machine sees the same transaction log and computes the same
state. Secure and consistent replication is a fundamental problem in
distributed systems. Thus, ensuring the performance of the Oz Protocol.

5. Comparing Protocol Performance

Oz Protocol allows for faster transaction confirmation times at lower transaction
costs in comparison to the other top protocols in the industry today.



Oz Protocol ERC-20 Tron IBM HL Corda R3

Average Transaction
Confirmation Time

1 sec 6 mins 1 min 35 sec 5 sec

Average Transaction Cost
(US$)

< US$0.01 *15.62 **0.28 0.02 0.10

Transaction Throughput 20,000+/sec 25/sec 2,000/sec 3,000/sec 1678/sec

6. Tech Stack Design

6.1 System Architecture

Oz Protocol is mainly composed of core components such as the Federation
System, the Exchange and Blockchain Systems, the Exchange and Blockchain
Bots and the Databases. The figure below illustrates the system architecture
of the Oz Protocol network:

6.2 Federation System

The Federation System eliminates the requirement of passwords as it knows
the usernames for users in each application and presents the application



with a token. Because of the trust between the two systems, the target
application accepts this token and authenticates the user. The benefit to
federation is security and authentication into both on premise and cloud
applications.

6.3 Exchange System and Bot

The Exchange System is a digital exchange platform for the trading of
cryptocurrencies or digital currencies.

6.4 Blockchain System and Bot

The Blockchain System is customized based on the project’s choice of
modules and components. The figure below illustrates the modules and
components that can be added to the blockchain solution for the project.

This modular approach enables us to develop different types of components,
and to change individual components without affecting the rest of the
system. This helps us to create different workflows and integrates to existing
applications to build distributed ledger solutions well-suited to different
requirements for industry use cases.

6.5 Exchange, Federation & Reporting Databases

The databases attached to the Federation, Exchange and Blockchain System
stores configuration metadata and a hash of the document or other media
content with blockchain business logic. These data and documents can be
easily retrieved by directly accessing the database by developers and other
users for reporting, analytics, or other data-centric integrations.

6.6 Technology Infrastructure



The platform utilizes the latest technological innovations. We provide
decentralized computation and record storage on top of blockchain
foundations. We also provide additional capabilities by utilizing the best
industry practices in security, performance, and reliability.

The platform has edge nodes deployed around the world for fastest global
data delivery with the ability to conduct blockchain operations (confirmation
time) within 1 second (compared to bitcoin’s 78 minutes) at a 20,000 per
second concurrent transaction speed (compared to Bitcoin’s 7 per second).

Security is the highest priority in our build. With that, we only utilize
world-class SOC-1 accredited computation mediums, where data centre
locations are only disclosed to approved personnel. We also ensure data
centres maintain an ISO 27001:2013, IRAP and PCI compliance.

6.7 High Availability

The network is designed for automatic scaling, allowing the network to
increase 100% in capacity according to demand. The system is also able to
withstand catastrophic failures with the ability to operate with 50% of the
current nodes unavailable.

Each server is identical to each other and is configured to maximize
computation power to process complex mathematical problems.

6.8 Systems Requirements

Each full node will require full Internet connectivity, a minimum internet
connectivity speed (50KB/s) and a storage space of 20GB.

7. Alternative Configurations

Depending on the requirements of the projects that will be building on the Oz
Protocol, we are able to deploy multiple alternative configurations including:

7.1 Mining Enabled

Providing incentives for full nodes to participate in the system, tokens are provided
as a reward in proportion to the difficulty of the computation.

7.2 Payload Enabled



The system can be configured to handle a payload attached to each transaction, this
can enable a variety of different usages. For example, voting with decentralization
and tamper prevention properties.

7.3 Dedicated Nodes

Providing capabilities for third parties to operate nodes in the network, this will
further enhance network availability.

7.4 Tor Enabled

The system can be configured to deploy on the Tor network, providing more
security and anonymity to system participants.

8. Sustainability

The environmental impact of blockchain systems have come under intense scrutiny,
with popular blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum consuming vast amounts of
energy to operate and process transactions while producing extremely high carbon
emissions. As investors are increasingly applying ESG factors as part of their
analysis process to identify material risks and growth opportunities, it is imperative
to evaluate the consequences blockchain networks have on the environment, and to
gravitate towards blockchain protocols that are sustainable, environmentally
friendly and energy efficient.

With Oz Protocol, we will not only process transactions at speeds comparable to
modern-day payment solutions, but also consume remarkably less energy and
produce lower carbon emissions than conventional protocols like Bitcoin and
Ethereum.

Oz Protocol Bitcoin Ethereum EOS Visa

Annualized Energy
Consumption (TWh)

0.000034 87.80 6.87 0.00025 0.00016

Energy Consumption Per
Transaction (kWh)

0.000308 797.4 62.37 0.0023 0.00149

Annualized Carbon Footprint
(Tonnes)

14.3 41.7 x 106 3.3 x 106 113 49.5

Carbon Footprint Per
Transaction

0.13g 378.76kg 29.63kg 1.03g 0.45g

—-- End of Whitepaper —--


